In general, the structure of neural network, such as the layered type or the mutually connected type, etc., is chosen as to a given problem. Connection weights and thresholds of neural units are usually determined by a learning method corresponding to the structure. Several given problems, however, cannot be always solved by the neural network of the structure decided beforehand.
Therefore, we proposed Flexibly Connected Neural Network (FCN) previously as a method of constructing arbitrary neural networks with optimized structures and parameters to solve unknown problems. FCN was applied to action control of an autonomous agent and showed experimentally that it is effective for perceptual aliasing problems. However, all of the experiments of FCN are in only grid space. In this paper, we propose a new method based on FCN, which can decide correct action in real and continuous valued space. The proposed method which called Real valued FCN (RFCN) optimizes input-output functions of each units, parameters of the input-output functions and reaction speed of each units.
RFCN has the following features.
• Each connection weight must be one of three values, 1, 0 and -1, in order to simplify genotype of an individual.
• RFCN can construct arbitrary neural networks, any units, however, cannot input to input units.
• State transition of RFCN corresponds to the reaction speed of each unit.
• Each unit has his own characteristics (input-output functions, parameters of the input-output functions and speed).
• Chromosome is two-dimensional matrix of 0 or 1 genotype which corresponding to connection weights and thresholds.
• The number of hidden units increases or decreases and automatically decided by mutation. Figure 1 illustrates an example of structure of RFCN.
In order to examine the effectiveness, we applied the proposed method to action control of an autonomous agent to solve continuous valued maze problems. Figure 2 shows examples of obtained routes using RFCN. RFCN obtained adequate behavior rules which reach the goal in continuous valued maze problems.
Next, Table 1 is comparison of the number of obtained ade- Researches on action control of autonomous agents and multiple agents have attracted increasing attentions in recent years. The general method using action control of agents are neural network, genetic programming and reinforcement learning. In this study, we use neural network for action control of autonomous agents. Our method determines the structure and parameter of neural network in evolution. We proposed Flexibly Connected Neural Network (FCN) previously as a method of constructing arbitrary neural networks with optimized structures and parameters to solve unknown problems. FCN was applied to action control of an autonomous agent and showed experimentally that it is effective for perceptual aliasing problems. All of the experiments of FCN, however, are in only grid space. In this paper, we propose a new method based on FCN which can decide correct action in real and continuous valued space. The proposed method which called Real valued FCN (RFCN) optimizes input-output functions of each units, parameters of the input-output functions and speed of each units. In order to examine the effectiveness, we applied the proposed method to action control of an autonomous agent to solve continuous valued maze problems.
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